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[282]. 1 [664]. 2 [664]. \(A^*\) [592, 1245]. \(\alpha\) [601]. \(C\) [732, 1126, 2328]. \(D\) [325]. \(\delta\) [421]. \(g\) [1308, 2047]. \(h\) [1298, 1631, 2097]. \(H_\infty\) [763, 1570]. \(K\) [312, 727, 788, 980, 1167, 1210, 1249, 1310, 1311, 1384, 1453, 1659, 2171, 2294].
\(k\alpha\) [1750]. \(l\) [1167]. \(L_2\) [1153]. \(N\) [960]. \(N\) [1018, 1310, 1311, 1317, 1631, 2281, 2294].
\(O(\log_2 N)\) [1298]. \(P_k\) [1643]. \(Q\) [626, 1769, 1959]. \(QR\) [454]. \(R\) [30]. \(s^+\) [2077].
\(\sigma\) [1015]. \(t/s\) [1310, 1311]. \(\tau\) [1493]. \(Z\) [1275, 1722].

-SVM [1153]. -Transitive [421]. -version [960].
Adjusting [257, 258, 1528, 1748, 1973].
adjustment [1858]. Admission [1630].
ADMM [828]. ADOL [526]. Adoption
[586, 819, 849, 956, 1209, 1498]. ADS [1851].
ADS-B [1851]. Advanced [55, 106, 183, 827,
922, 1351, 1372, 1428, 1681, 1729, 2160].
adversarial [358, 462, 1028, 1817, 1836, 1875,
1969, 2041, 2209, 2293, 2297]. advertisement
[2344]. advertisements [1958]. AEGA
[2276]. Aerial [156, 719, 1254, 1593, 2303].
aeroacoustics [1395]. AES [1878, 2006].
affine [1960]. affinity [1595, 1673]. AFI
[347]. after [918]. against
[287, 364, 373, 451, 464, 1036, 1956, 2112, 2206].
age [314, 859, 1323, 1324, 2300]. age-based
[2300]. age-related [1323]. age-structured
[1324]. Agent [160, 193, 253, 342, 367, 1016,
1266, 1430, 1718, 1809, 2002, 2175].
Agent-based [193, 367, 2175]. agents
[582, 628, 719]. agglomeration [1266].
agglomerative [722]. aggrandized [1747].
aggregate [601, 1659, 2334]. aggregates
[12]. aggregation [201, 504, 718, 1070, 1108,
1118, 1265, 1557, 1683, 1870, 1905, 2166, 2306].
Aggressive [1972, 2035]. agile [840]. aging
[591, 1529]. agreement
[651, 739, 827, 863, 1034, 1095, 1199, 1239,
1374, 1495, 1524, 1676, 1911, 2206].
agricultural
[616, 1091, 1242, 1447, 1589, 1938, 2322].
agriculture [552]. AGV [1171]. ahead
[927, 945]. AHP [542, 928, 1237, 1396, 1777].
AHP-based [1777]. AHP-TOPSIS
[1237, 1396]. AHP-TOPSIS-based
[542, 928]. AI
[217, 594, 660, 724, 847, 1403, 1554, 1998].
AI-based [594, 724]. AI-enabled
[217, 1554]. aided
[99, 146, 412, 793, 1401, 2264]. AIEMLA
[1038]. AIOps [2211]. AIoT [1182]. Air
[101, 182, 312, 327, 686, 709, 740]. Airbnb
[1023]. aircraft [2076]. ALADMM [828].
algae [2205]. Algorithm
[4, 21, 43, 94, 107, 161, 194, 198, 226, 234, 277,
auscultatory [343]. authentic [2080]. Authenticated [1044, 1199, 1495, 1525, 1895, 2079].

authors [406]. autism [618, 1477]. autism [618, 1477].


averted [1860]. avoidance [780, 1002, 1274, 1488, 1607, 2000]. AVR [711].
1159, 1267, 1279, 1305, 1459, 1468, 1523, 1528, 1557, 2006, 2169, 2171, 2242, 2284, 2339. 
cluster-based [69, 922, 1459, 1557, 2006].
cluster-tree-based [755]. clusterCL [503].
classes
25, 82, 94, 388, 455, 501, 503, 562, 581, 608, 643, 901, 1221, 1376, 1429, 1488, 1624, 1784].
cn
[1464]. CMO-COOT [1371]. CMODLB [855]. CMOS [1039].
CNTFET-based [898]. Co
[171, 989, 1119, 1173, 2315]. Co-designing [989]. co-occurrence [171, 1119].
co-scheduling [2315]. co-training [1173].
CoAP-based [242]. coarse [125, 1108].
coarse-grained [125]. Code
[225, 281, 291, 290, 306, 647, 809, 949, 1014, 1054, 1330, 1416, 1680, 1883, 2218].
coefficient [1075]. coefficients [1647].
CoFB [2315]. Cognitive
[15, 16, 35, 43, 48, 313, 329, 582, 1526, 1685].
coherence [1609]. cohesion [438]. cohorts [777].
cold [1782, 2239]. cold-start [1782].
collaboration [152, 1444]. Collaborative
collaborative-based [3, 1991]. Collatz
[623]. collected [1006]. collection
[234, 378, 626, 1386, 1402, 1927].
collusive [387]. Colony
[42, 230, 244, 361, 371, 477, 592, 781, 1047, 1293, 1380, 2054].
Color
[202, 453, 672, 802, 1440, 1825, 1841].
colorectal [876]. coloring [697, 1795, 2010].
column [1088]. column-wise [1088].
combat [1596]. combating [1745].
combination [305, 1163, 1190, 2328].
Combinatorial [338, 954, 1517]. Combined
campaign [1620, 1982].
command-and-control [1982].
commander [1998]. commensal [937].
Comment [278]. commerce [2023].
commercial [2189]. committee [1915].
commodity [472]. communicating [381].
communication-aware [474].
Communication-efficient [2300].
communication-intensive [363].
communications [731]. communities
[752]. Community [24, 152, 402, 447, 604, 754, 937, 974, 1122, 1403, 1423, 1889].
community-based [604]. CoMoDa [1389].
CoMP [415]. compaction [905].
companion [1500]. Comparative
[145, 433, 654, 803, 804, 964, 1164, 1204, 1318, 1531, 1542, 1843, 1871, 2226].
comparator
[703, 1725]. comparators [841].
Comparing [2186]. comparison
[619, 644, 764, 1144, 1177, 1547, 1705].
compatibility [159, 1009]. compatible [71].
compensation [658, 948, 1825, 2266].
competing [1583]. competitive
[318, 1710, 2257]. Compilation
[360, 1093, 2177]. Compiler [1068].
high-power [1191]. high-precision [1400].

high-Q [1039]. high-quality [928, 1315].

high-recall [400]. high-resolution [2057].

High-speed [191, 898, 1142, 1759].

high-throughput [2323]. high-utility [1356].

Highly [605, 722, 739, 1429, 1469, 2095, 2212].

highway [571]. Hilbert [1622]. hill [336, 2179]. hill-climbing [2179].

HIN-based [2231]. HiperView [975].

histogram [271]. histological [876].

histopathological [558]. History [1012, 1290].

HMAC [1883]. HMAC-R [1883].


HOG [195]. hole [396]. holistic [822]. home [155, 1036, 1052, 1403, 1426, 1483].


homotopy [1161]. Hop [122, 329, 638, 1033, 2145].

Hopfield [364]. horizon [119, 2096].

horizontal [398, 1416]. horizontally [2322].

Horn [1670]. host [513]. hosted [1413]. hot [1350, 2138].

Householder [454]. HP [1436].

HPC [6, 20, 234, 553, 649, 690, 764, 785, 859, 957, 989, 1131, 1572, 1739, 1984, 2064, 2184, 2301].

HPC-systems [989]. Hpecfolder [1086].

HPDMS [123]. HPM [912, 913]. HPMC [1699].

HPT [367]. HRV [1559]. HS6 [1014].

HSAC [828]. HSAC-ALADMM [828].


human-computer [2125].


human-robot [1623, 1762, 1867, 2224].


Hybrid-based [1313]. HybridDroid [833]. hydraulic [1940].

hydropower [1928]. hygienic [218]. HyPar [1515, 2225].

HyPar-FCA [1515, 2225]. hyper [342, 1598]. hyper-parameters [1598].

hyper-spectral [342]. Hyperbolic [1621].

hypercube [376, 1308, 1999, 2097].

hypercubes [673, 682, 1886, 1985].

hyperelliptic [1090]. Hypergraph [304, 972, 1651].

Hypergraph-partitioning-based [1651].

hyperledger [1512, 1864]. hypernetwork [1982].

hyperparameter [558, 2183].

hyperspectral [459, 484, 738, 869, 900, 1024].

hyperthreading [386]. hypervisor [49].

hypervolume [396]. hypotheses [1341].

hypothesis [1936]. hysteroscopic [1460].

I/O [722, 948, 994, 1627, 1628, 2064]. IaaS [107, 1687, 1689]. IAP [2139].

ICD [2260]. ICD-10 [2260]. ICP [565]. ICT [690]. ID [1854].

ID-based [1854]. IDCOS [914].

Identification [457, 663, 779, 851, 1185, 1485, 1535, 1614, 1762, 1835, 1907, 1964, 2041, 2190, 2273, 2326].

identifying [106, 1527].

Identity [1162, 1183, 1184, 1365].

Identity-based [1162, 1365].

IDPC [390]. IDS [1392]. IEEE [122].


IHP [523]. II [911, 1380, 1547, 1797]. II [521].

IOT [509, 1441]. IIoTs [1830]. IIR [1535].

ILB [1808]. ill [870]. ill-conditioned

illness [476]. illumination [145].
illuminaton-invariant [145]. ILP [622].


multi-scale [70, 203, 1340, 1550, 1719, 1846].
Multi-sensor [53, 109, 1277].
Multi-sensor-based [425]. multi-server
[1239, 1793]. multi-source [1779].
multi-sourced [887]. Multi-spectral [629].
[50, 2302]. multi-task [375, 694, 2114].
[1124]. multi-UAV [524, 1132]. multi-UAVs
[1414]. multi-user [272, 480, 1711].
multi-verse [1105, 1124, 1483]. Multi-view
[31, 465]. multi-wave [1724].
multibusiness [404]. multicast [1434, 2336].
multichannel [544, 1638]. multiclass
[965]. Multicore [450, 613, 973, 1157, 1160, 1177, 1221, 1321, 1638, 1689, 2010, 2046, 2150, 2163].
multidevice [2287]. multidimensional
[601, 1905]. multifactor [40].
Multifactorial [2003]. multifunctional
[1140]. multigrid [1108]. multilayer
[661, 820, 1213]. Multilevel [575, 782, 915, 924, 1303, 1304, 1474, 1859, 1883, 2296].
Multimedia [150, 252, 352, 1377, 1696].
Multimodal
[429, 478, 937, 1172, 1230, 2101, 2254].
multiobjective [1731, 2246]. MultiOff
[1617]. multiphase [632]. Multiple
multiple-response [1960]. multiplexer
[325, 535, 578, 1130, 1361]. multiplication
[89, 711, 746, 953, 1133, 1470, 1957, 2081].
multiplicative [2048]. multiplier
[1088, 1890]. multipliers [810]. multiply
[2202]. multipole [575]. multiprocessing
[233]. multiprocessor
[470, 916, 970, 1287, 1379, 1907].
multiprocesors [809, 860, 2277].
multiprojection [467]. multipublisher
[1965]. multiresolution [1924]. multiscale
[945, 1517, 1763]. Multisensor [112].
Multisource [196]. multistage [1594].
Multistep [860, 945, 1893].
multistep-ahead [495]. multitask
[478, 1674, 1965]. multithreaded [1068].
multithreading [1054, 1114]. multitype
[307]. multiuser [196]. Multivariate
[1408, 1656, 1851, 1894]. MultiView [1366].
multivocal [1881]. munion [529]. music
[423, 458, 544, 1386, 1774, 1779, 2016, 2321].
mutation [63, 744, 1000, 1192, 1391]. mutual
[699, 1034, 1061, 1232, 1273, 1650, 1700, 1911, 2291].
MV32 [1725]. MVDLSTM [1366].
MWPSO [1453]. myocardial [1145].
NADE [291]. Nadu [255]. NAEEMD
[1692]. Naive [724, 2030]. name [323].
named [59, 1274, 1667, 2295]. NAND
[511, 578, 1073]. nanites [781].
nanocomparator [1156]. nanocomputing
[1361]. nanoscale [96, 703, 2282, 2283].
nanotechnology [578]. NAS [2109].
nasopharyngeal [36]. national [832, 2184].
Natural
[282, 779, 981, 1309, 1595, 1673, 1754, 2103].
nature [635]. Navigar [1468]. Navigation
[592, 943, 1410]. NBA [1652]. ND [2103].
ND-S [2103]. Near
[909, 925, 973, 1470, 1635]. near-duplicate
[1635]. Near-infrared [925]. Near-optimal
[973]. near-sparse [1470]. nearest
[312, 601, 1659, 2314]. NEC [850]. neck
[1264]. needed [690]. needs [400].
needy [2156]. needy-students [2156].
NEEF [349]. negation [687].
negative [389, 960, 1826]. negotiation [141].
nighbor [2, 275, 312, 601, 738, 1595, 1659, 1673, 2047, 2103, 2314]. Neighborhood
[588, 681, 1185, 1731, 2246]. Nek5000 [1195].
nephropathy [1193]. NER [103].
NestMSA [471]. net
[474, 1127, 1401, 1520, 1974, 2045]. netflow
NodeRank [1147]. nodes [166, 291, 348, 604, 667, 753, 795, 892, 1147, 1257, 1491, 1645, 2169, 2269].
node [70, 1127]. nodules [45, 819]. Noise [27, 139, 1885]. Noise-insensitive [1885].
oisy [529, 826, 1903]. Non [166, 192, 278, 339, 389, 495, 667, 690, 695, 813, 858, 905, 1030, 1109, 1593, 1873, 2005, 2074, 2194, 2205, 2253, 2264, 2280].
on-English [495]. non-ICT [690]. non-inertial [813]. non-nuclear [1532].
norm [1532]. normal [1411]. normalization [634]. north [1160, 2292].
North-Last [1160]. northeast [2292].
northwest [2292].
non-MI-based [1666]. non-negotiating [2087].
umera...
queuing [315, 1457]. quotient [1857].
QVCO [1039].
R [101, 1343, 1646, 1883]. R-CNN
[1343, 1646]. R2T [991]. R2T-DSN [991].
races [27, 139]. RAD [2025]. radar
[250, 881, 2011]. RadHPO [2183]. radiation
[521, 1367, 2301]. radiative [705, 1704].
radical [200]. radio [15, 43, 313, 329].
radio-based [15]. RADL [815, 1580].
RAFALE [1641]. RAID [1014, 1855].
RAID-6 [1014, 1855]. railway [832].
rainbow [859]. rainfall [1817].
RainFormer [2001]. rainwater [1465].
RAM [1130, 1685]. Ramanujan [566].
randomized [1902, 2178]. randomness
[1511]. Range [250, 403, 638, 1244].
range-free [638]. Rank
[41, 541, 698, 1532, 2025]. ranked [1771].
ranking [72, 1275, 1320, 1707, 2166, 2267].
RAPCHI [1654]. rapid [465]. rare [818].
rat [507, 1996]. ratchets [657]. rate
[549, 862, 1070, 1544, 1579, 1609, 1744, 1858, 1931, 2202]. ratings [609, 1318]. ratio
[2053, 2074, 2210]. raw [418]. ray
[912, 913, 1745]. ray-tracing [912, 913].
RBF [1494]. RDAL [1226]. RDBMS [410].
RDF [322, 1670, 1980, 2334]. RDMP [1925].
Re [230, 663, 1185, 1964, 2079, 2273, 2313].
re-encryption [2313]. Re-engineering
[230]. re-identification
[663, 1185, 1964, 2273]. re-registration
[2079]. reactive [803, 804, 1396]. read [291].
readability [1163]. reading [767]. Ready


shares [2170]. sharing [176, 313, 680, 1345, 1640, 1694, 1788, 2099, 2313, 2318, 2335].
sharing-based [1640, 1694]. shedding [255].
shelf [1356]. shell [114]. shepherd [1502].
side-channel [1151]. sided [74]. sides [2331]. sieving [626]. sifter [185].
signs [2185]. silo [1870]. SIMD [86, 89, 237, 1832, 2331]. Similar [712, 2153].
Similarity [10, 56, 816, 1115, 1223, 1647, 1874, 2118].
SIMOF [2194]. Simple [488, 951, 1078, 1086, 1361, 1866]. simplex [496, 856]. Simplified [1565, 2079].
simulations [535, 554, 879, 1195, 1382, 1742, 1806].
SIP [136]. SIR [113, 1324]. SIR-F [1324].
smartwatch [556]. SMC [2077].
Smooth [2222]. SMR [2287]. SMS [1994].
SMVQ [225]. SN [2137]. snubber [1383].
social-aware [2317]. societal [1122]. SoCs [520, 1280]. Soft [620, 1215, 1379, 2031].
soft-core-based [1379]. Software


temperature-aware [1436]. temperatures [552]. template [1071, 2224].
template-based [1071]. temporal [98, 645, 692, 899, 1243, 1375, 1873, 2090, 2120].
temporal-aware [1873].

Terminal [576, 1003]. terms [1283, 1992].
ternary [315, 723, 1302, 1610, 1717, 1945].

Test [263, 799, 1440, 1715, 1837, 2038, 2044, 2167].
testicular [1213]. testing [305, 959, 1032, 1715]. tetrolet [102]. Text [747, 801, 952, 1163, 1291, 1314, 1447, 1655, 1771, 1850, 2032, 2073, 2137, 2197, 2243].
texture [2124]. textures [658]. TFMD [1342].

TFMD-SDVN [1342]. theater [1386].

their [100, 557, 767, 885]. theme [891].

theorem [957]. theoretic [573, 648].

Theoretical [1, 122, 1530, 2316]. theory [141, 148, 172, 279, 546, 616, 884, 968, 1411, 1454, 1457, 1579, 1732, 1762, 1830, 1937, 2330].

theory-based [2330]. therapies [328].

therapy [817]. Thermal [580, 860, 1350, 1588, 2194, 2253].

Thermal-aware [1350, 2194, 2253].

thermal-efficient [1588]. THIC [1442].

thick [1177]. thickness [911]. thing [1359].


Things-aided [99]. Things-based [878].

Things-driven [445]. Thinking [1048]. 
third [1766, 2206]. third-party [1766].

Thou [1416]. Threat [580, 671, 762, 1372, 1661, 1923, 2255].

Threats [119, 373, 485, 2230]. Three [390, 465, 510, 651, 716, 780, 836, 897, 917, 1192, 1316, 1341, 1455, 1543, 1733, 1919, 2028, 2143].

Three-dimensional [405, 716, 897, 1455, 2143].


Threshold [416, 889, 1475, 1973, 2252, 2289, 2313].

Threshold-based [416]. threshold-proxy [2313].

Thresholding [782, 924, 1303, 1474, 2124, 2310].

throughput [589, 2323]. thruster [1378].

THS [390]. THS-IDPC [390]. ThunderX2
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